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Umpire Mick Strode modelling a chair from the Pro Tour Grand Finals

World class equipment used by champions, one careful owner, available for sale!

Fancy being the owner of some top quality tt equipment? Then look no further as the ETTA are looking to sell
equipment previously only used once and at some of the world’s finest events; including the ITTF Pro Tour Grand
Finals, the Men’s World Cup, England Internationals and more…

The equipment is of the highest quality and comes from some of the world’s leading table tennis brands.
(JOOLA, Butterfly, DHS) From umpire tables and chairs to score boards, towel boxes and surrounds. (see list
below) They even come at great prices and are pieces to treasure; not many people can say that they’ve used
the same equipment that was used at some of the world’s top events.

ITEM QTY NOTES PRICE
Joola umpire tables 2 Black £25 each
DHS umpire tables 9 Heavy, wooden, blue £25 each
DHS umpire desks 2 MWC – brand new, boxed £35 each
DHS umpire show court table (with towel
boxes)

4 Blue £35 each

DHS high umpire chairs 4 Blue, foldable with wheels, DHS & Pro Tour
branded on back (sell 2)

£15 each

Joola towel boxes 4 Black, cardboard Free with purchase
of another item

Butterfly score board 1 £10
DHS score boards 13 Blue £10 each
Electronic time out counters 6 Red, triangular, battery operated,

unbranded (sell 1, keep 5)
£10 each

Double fish time out counter 1 £10
Blank surrounds (Plastic sleeves) 14 Blank £15 each
Long barrier frames + legs 32 To match with plastic sleeves
Short barrier frames + lags 32 To match with plastic sleeves

To find out more please contact Zach Ferris from the events department on: 01424 456204 or zferris@etta.co.uk
Terms – buyer collects at own cost from ETTA HQ in Hastings. (Negotiations can be made about smaller items
being taken to events by ETTA staff)
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